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Pro iOS Web Design and Development: HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript with SafariApress, 2011

	These are exciting times for those who live and work with technology every day, whether they are young people who have been using technology since birth, or, like many others, have had to adapt to it.

	

	It is an exciting moment because in recent years there is no other example of technology that has changed our lives so...
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The Best Enemy Money Can BuyLiberty House, 1986
Back in 1973 this author published National Suicide: Military Aid to the Soviet Union, itself a sequel to a three volume academic study, Western Technology and Soviet Economic Development, published by the Hoover Institution, Stanford University. These four books are detailed verifiable catalogs of Western technology used and in use by the Soviet...
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jQuery EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Build dynamic websites efficiently without any performance issues
	
		Learn to use existing jQuery plugins and or write your own for your websites
	
		This is the most up-to-date book on the market at the moment, packed with detailed explanations and real-world examples

...
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Management and the Dominance of Managers (Routledge Series in Management)Routledge, 2009
This book investigates the portrait of management as value-free ‘technicality’ and challenges the image of managers as the selfless pursuer of an organization’s survival and development. It explains that individual interests and careers of managers are only part of a wider picture with managers as the new ruling class using and...
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Reach: Building Communities and Networks for Professional DevelopmentJeff Utecht, 2010

	Building learning communities and networks online means reaching beyond the walls of your classroom, the walls of your school, and even the walls of your own state, country, or continent to create connections. Once you reach out and make connections with other educators, professional learning like you have never experienced before starts to...
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Java Programming Fundamentals: Problem Solving Through Object Oriented Analysis and DesignCRC Press, 2008


	Programming is an art. Although traditional art imitates life, programming simulates life.

	Every abstract concept in programming, and to a great extent in the fi eld of computer science,

	has its roots in our daily life. For example, humans and possibly all other living forms

	were multiprocessing long before the term entered into...
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The Prophetic Dimension of Sport (SpringerBriefs in Religious Studies)Springer, 2018

	
		Bringing together leading scholars in the fields of Religion and Sport, this book examines the prophetic dimension of sport, to arrive at a better understanding of the nature of sports in the United States. By detailing and analyzing particular sports, a portrait of sport as an important space for social and political critique...
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Practical Lock Picking: A Physical Penetration Tester's Training GuideSyngress Publishing, 2010


	I feel somewhat like an old man remarking in this fashion, but this book is a great example of the

	wonderful time in which you currently find yourself. To be alive and learning right now—when there

	are accessible resources such as this about lockpicking, with beautiful illustrations and lessons written

	with passion visible on...
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Electronic Structure and Magneto-Optical Properties of SolidsSpringer, 2004
The aim of this book is to review recent achievements in the theoretical investigations of the electronic structure, optical, magneto-optical (MO), and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) properties of compounds and Multilayered structures. 

Chapter 1 of this book is of an introductory character and presents the theoretical...
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Linux Schnellkurs für AdministratorenO'Reilly, 2007

	Als Bill Lubanovic und ich gerade die letzten Änderungen an diesem Buch 

	vornahmen, belauschte ich in unserem Cisco-Labor ein Gespräch zwischen zwei 

	Arbeitskollegen, die sich gerade über Linux unterhielten. Der Senior-Netzwerkguru der

	beiden ließ dabei eine interessante Bemerkung fallen. Er sagte, dass...
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What's Your Future Worth?: Using Present Value to Make Better DecisionsBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	We weigh every significant decision based on how it will affect our future. But when it comes to figuring that out, we mostly make the process up as we go along. While financial professional Peter Neuwirth can't help you actually predict the future, he can offer...
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Raspberry Pi Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Computer expert or enthusiast, this cookbook will help you use your Raspberry Pi to enhance your existing network. From sharing media across devices to deploying your own web portal, you'll be amazed at what can be achieved.

	
		Overview

		
			Learn how to install, administer, and maintain your...
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